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TranSport Mobile 
Grandstand Bleachers 
offer more choices, 
more features, and 
more seating solutions.

Prices and Specifications
Subject to Change Without Notice

Prices F.O.B. Factory

Meet Spectator Seating Challenges - TranSport mobile bleachers & 
mobile grandstands offer solutions for providing outdoor event seating.  All 
TranSport models are equipped for towing on public roads, allowing 
utilization throughout your community.  All models feature powered, one-
person, push-button set up for fast, easy operation.

Mobile bleachers offer increased utilization, reduced maintenance and 
vandalism, and increased site security.  Mobile bleachers allow shared 
use among other organizations within a community.  Easily reconfigure 
spectator seating on multi-purpose sports fields.  Provide supplemental 
seating for tournaments and stadiums.  Solve seating challenges in flood 
plain areas and temporary sites.

Easily offer spectator seating for tracks, motor sports, air shows, 
equestrian events and meets, parades, educational/instructional 
demonstrations, and more.

Seat Rows – choice of 7, 8, 10, 12 or 15 seat rows
Row Spacing – standard 24 inch center to center, 8 inch rise - 
comfortable spacing with consistent slope for code requirements
Footboards - one-piece extra-width aluminum planks
Enclosed Risers - aluminum enclosure panels
Center Aisle - provides easier spectator access to seat rows
Guardrails – steel or optional rounded aluminum with vertical 
balustrades, automatically fold with bleacher
Hydraulic Actuation - self-contained system providing fast, 
effortless,  one-person, push-button operation
Mechanical Compartment - enclosed compartment contains 
hydraulic and battery systems
Towing Coupler - standard pintle ring with removable tongue 
(optional ball and gooseneck couplers available)
Pivoting Leveling/Support Jacks - multiple frame-mounted leveling 
support jacks permit bleacher use on soft surfaces, jacks pivot for 
maximum ground clearance, preventing damage during towing
IBC Code Requirements - all models equipped to meet IBC code 
requirements.  (Contact us for special pricing if not required)

TranSport Mobile Seating Offers:
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Add a canopy to a 10 row bleacher for increased spectator 
comfort and weather protection.  Canopy travels with the 
bleacher on public roads and highways, and sets up in minutes 
upon reaching the event site without the need for ladders, cranes, 
guy wires, footers, or site construction.

TSP15-390

TSP15-450

352

412

15

15

CAPACITY  ROWSMODEL

High-capacity 15-row mobile bleachers provide more spectator 
seats for each frontage foot and increased visibility to host larger  
outdoor events.  Relocate even more seating in a single trip.  
Push-button hydraulic actuation allows fast setup.

Offer increased visibility and improved spectator sightlines with 
elevated 12-row mobile bleachers. Elevated seating allows 
spectators to watch events free of interference from obstructions 
or walking spectators.

A front mounted aluminum walkway with stairs and hand rail is 
included.

TSP12E-39

TSP12E-45

282

330

12

12

CAPACITY  ROWSMODEL

Rugged, dependable 10 row mobile bleachers are a favorite 
among organizations and companies that provide event seating.  
Outdoor durability is achieved through the use of aluminum and 
galvanized steel construction.  Rounded aluminum guardrails 
with vertical balustrades offer safety and comfort.  

Standard models include extra-width footplanks, vertical 
enclosures, and aisleways, to comply with the most commonly 
adopted codes.

TSP10CR-180

TSP10CR-260

156

236

10

10

TSP10CR-300 276 10

CAPACITY  ROWSMODEL

TSP15 - 15 Row Mobile Grandstands

TSP12E - 12 Row Elevated Mobile Grandstands

TSP10 - 10 Row Mobile Bleachers

Patent US 8296999B2

Shown with 
Optional Features



Shown with 
Optional Canopy
& Windwall

Shown with 
Optional Canopy

Shown with 
Optional Canopy

TSP8 - 8 Row Mobile Bleachers

TSPVIP8 - VIP Mobile Grandstand

TSP7E - 7 Row Elevated Mobile Grandstands

Offer additional spectator comfort of a protective weather canopy.  
Canopy travels on public roads and highways attached to the 
bleacher.  Once on site, the canopy sets up in minutes without the 
need for ladders, cranes, or guy wires.

CAPACITY  ROWSMODEL

TSPVIP8-27 123 8

TSPVIP8-45 219 8

TSP8-144 125 8

CAPACITY  ROWSMODEL

Offer increased visibility and improved spectator sightlines with 
elevated 7-row mobile bleachers. Elevated seating allows 
spectators to watch events free of interference from obstructions 
or walking spectators.

A front mounted aluminum walkway with stairs and hand rail is 
included.

TSP7E-27

TSP7E-39

110

166

7

7

CAPACITY  ROWSMODEL

TSP7E-45 194 7

For events where spectator comfort is a priority, the TSPVIP 
series of mobile grandstands delivers.  TSPVIP grandstands 
feature molded, individual seats with seat backs and spring-
loaded seat bottoms that do not collect water.  A unique folding 
mechanism allows all seat rows to remain permanently attached 
to the grandstand structure for fast, easy set up.  Towing tongue 
retracts for spectator safety while also allowing end-to-end 
placement of multiple units.

Spectator comfort is further enhanced by the addition of a 
protective weather canopy that folds and travels with the 
grandstand.

Reduced towing weight and increased maneuverability make 
these eight-row bleachers ideal for use on sports fields and other 
soft-surface applications.  Multiple frame-mounted leveling-
support jacks distribute seating loads over a wide area.  
Aluminum seat and footboards offer a high degree of weather 
resistance, promoting year-round use.  A retractable towing 
tongue reduces the overall length when set up, while eliminating a 
tripping hazard.
  
Self contained electro/hydraulic actuation makes bleacher set up 
a fast, effortless one-person operation.



MOBILE BLEACHER OPTIONS
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Wireless Remote
Controller

Add convenience and safety with a wireless remote option that 
supplements the standard control pendant and cable, allowing 
the operator to move freely around the bleacher for an optimum 
view while bleacher is opening or closing.

90940     

Solar Charger
& Conditioner

Extend remote-site bleacher operation and battery life with an 
automatic 3-mode solar powered maintenance charger and 
desulphator-conditioner that extends the performance and life of 
the bleacher battery.

90939    

Accessories

SafetyGlo Aisle
Step Markers

Solar powered SafetyGlo step and handrail markers provide 
extra night time safety by illuminating the aisle-way step tread 
edges.

Storage Box Frame mounted storage locker box. Welded aluminum 
construction.

10239       

Numbered Seats Individual seat numbers 90942

ADA Provision First-row wheelchair cut-outs with companion seats allowing 
should-to-shoulder seating with able spectators.

90910

90931 

TSP Windwall
Panel

Vinyl Windwall Panel blocks wind and precipitation 90980

Elevated ADA
Provision

ADA cut outs with companion seats allowing should-to-shoulder 
seating with able spectators and access ramp.

90967

TSP Graphics Graphics Package: Promote your community, organization, and
sponsors with custom-designed graphics.

90980G

Gooseneck Provides increased towing stability for bleacher operators 
frequently towing on highways.  Hitch includes an adjustable-
height fifth-wheel coupler.  (King pin coupler available)

70104      

Ball Coupler 2 - 5/16" or 2” (50 mm) ball coupler in exchange for the standard 
pintle coupler.  Exchange

88888       

Towing Options

Connector option joins multiple, connector figured bleachers to 
form a single, longer span, increased capacity Grandstand. 
Package includes foot planks, risers, and hand rails to create a 
connecting aisle-way providing increased seat access. 
Connector components are constructed of the same weather-
resistant aluminum and galvanized steel materials utilized in the 
primary bleacher construction.

91141       
Grandstand
Connector Kit

Hydraulic Brakes Hydraulic brakes with surge actuator coupler - exchange for 
standard

90662      

Spare Tire with
Mount Bracket

Tire and rim with tire mounting bracket TIR1506
TIR1511

TSP10
TSP12/TSP15

VIP Cup Holders Cup holder package for individual VIP seats 90908VIP45

Reversed Opening Curb-side (passenger side) bleacher opening exchange for 
standard road-side opening.

70129
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